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Dear KLA Shareholders,
The June 2021 quarter showed continued momentum and strength for KLA. We delivered on our top
and bottom-line goals and continued to progress against our long-term strategic objectives.
Specifically, quarterly revenue grew 7% sequentially and 32% year-over-year to $1.925 billion. NonGAAP earnings per share was $4.43, representing 15% sequential growth, and 63% growth
compared to the prior year.
These results demonstrate the strong growth momentum in our core markets and the operating
leverage in the KLA model.
We continue to see increased customer demand across each of our major product groups in
response to ongoing secular trends driving semiconductor industry growth across a broad range of
markets and applications. Our customers are increasing their strategic capex investments to address
these growth markets and continue to invest in their leading-edge R&D efforts.
Against this strong demand backdrop, we are navigating evolving customer needs and persistent
supply chain challenges. Still, KLA continues to outperform expectations by operating with purpose
and precision and focusing on creating value for our customers, partners, and shareholders alike.
This strong execution is led by our talented global teams continuing to go above and beyond,
constantly rising to the challenges and opportunities of the marketplace.
This Shareholder Letter will address the key factors driving KLA’s outperformance, value creation,
and long-term success, along with the details of our performance in what was a strong quarter for
the company. To begin, let’s start with an update on how we see the industry demand environment.

Industry Demand Environment

KLA is in a great position when we look at how the industry demand environment continues to
evolve. We have many tailwinds and strong secular growth drivers that are creating momentum for
our industry as well as our business. As a result, our outlook for the Wafer Fab Equipment (“WFE”)
industry continues to move higher, and we have increased our growth estimate from the low to mid
20’s stated last quarter, to the low to mid 30’s on a percentage basis. This is off a base of
approximately $61 billion in calendar 2020. With strong secular semiconductor demand trends
continuing, we expect positive industry dynamics to sustain into calendar 2022.
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In parallel to the increased demand driven by the accelerating digitization across multiple industries
and end-markets, we also continue to address a heightened focus on the strategic nature of our
customers’ R&D investments around leading-edge development, optimizing fab utilization of
established production nodes, and the emerging emphasis on regionalization. In addition, we
believe we have the best portfolio of products to solve our customers’ challenges and we continue
to invest high levels of R&D to ensure we are constantly improving and remaining indispensable to
our customers.
One specific area of R&D investment we continue to prioritize across our product portfolio is
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). Our unique capabilities in leveraging these
technologies in our product and service offerings are helping to drive adoption and differentiate KLA
against the competition. KLA benefits from decades of market leadership and high levels of
investment in advanced laser, sensor, optics, and data analytics technologies that leverage our AI
and ML capabilities to identify critical defects in the production process and deliver ever-increasing
precision in metrology applications. This investment helps our product and service offerings deliver
best-in-class performance, lower process variability, drive higher yields, improve time-to-market,
and reduce our customers’ cost of ownership.
Our growing R&D investment is happening while Process Control intensity is increasing. In addition,
KLA’s market leadership in the Process Control market remains at an impressive level of greater than
four times the nearest competitor as reported by Gartner Research in April of 2021. Our broader
position within the electronics ecosystem through our Electronics, Packaging, and Components or
EPC businesses, and the contribution of our large and growing Services business, also contributes to
our continued outperformance. For new and long-time KLA investors, it is essential to point out that
KLA’s market leadership results from the consistent and focused execution of our company’s
differentiated strategy. Our strategy is rooted in the KLA Operating Model, which is based on
investing a high level of R&D to bring to market a unique portfolio of products and technologies that
address the most critical process control challenges and balance our customers’ technical
requirements and economic objectives. We are pleased that our strategy continues to be validated
by our customers’ purchasing decisions and our gross margin performance, affirming our ongoing
market leadership in the critical areas where KLA focuses.
With this favorable backdrop and our strong execution, we are on track to achieve our 2023
financial targets well ahead of expectations.
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Let’s now move along to the top highlights from our most recent quarter.

Top 5 Highlights for the June 2021 Quarter:

1. First, KLA continues to execute well and outperform expectations. We are benefitting from a robust
industry demand environment across all our major end markets. In Foundry/Logic, we see
simultaneous investments across multiple nodes, and our customers continuing to increase their
demand forecasts. We remain encouraged by the breadth and consistency of investment across our
customer base. In Memory, demand is strong and is also spread across a broader set of customers.
During the quarter, we announced four new products targeting the automotive semiconductor
market, including patterned and un-patterned wafer inspection and inline test solutions. Altogether
these new systems address the growing demand for automotive-quality semiconductor components
driven by the market's transition to Hybrid/EV and semi-autonomous vehicles. KLA’s automotive
solutions aim to help customers identify and mitigate potential reliability defects in the
development and manufacturing of automotive semiconductors early in the manufacturing process,
improving device reliability and driving significant value for our customers.
2. Second, KLA’s market leadership in Optical Patterned Wafer Inspection is helping to drive strong
relative growth for our Semiconductor Process Control segment in 2021. In fact, Optical Patterned
Wafer Inspection is forecasted to be among the fastest-growing segments in WFE, for product
segments over $1 billion in revenue, in 2021 and is poised to outpace the overall industry growth by
a factor of 2x this year. This follows similar relative growth and outperformance in 2020.
3. Third, KLA’s flagship reticle inspection business is on pace for a record year in 2021, growing faster
than the market and expanding our leadership. We estimate that nearly all of the reticles today at
5nm are inspected by KLA’s systems. Leading-edge reticle inspection is becoming increasingly
challenging, both in the mask shop where reticles are made and in production where requalification
is critical to defectivity control. In addition, KLA continues to innovate and expand our portfolio to
address these challenges. Our next-generation e-beam based “8XX” mask inspection platform
shipped last quarter and has begun customer qualification for applications at 3nm and below.
4. Fourth, our Services revenue was $444 million in the June quarter, or 23% of total sales, with over
75% of Services revenue in our Semiconductor Process Control segment and over 90% of Services
revenue in our Printed Circuit Board business resulting from recurring subscription-based contracts.
We believe these are among the highest subscription services rates in the industry. Services is on
track for another year of strong double-digit growth, well above our long-term growth model target.
This is being driven by our ever-growing installed base, higher utilization rates, and increasing
expansion of Service opportunities in the trailing edge and the EPC group. Our Semiconductor
Process Control Service business revenue continues to grow faster than the rate of growth of the
installed base, growing approximately 2.8 times faster from 2016 through 2020. The mission of
KLA’s Service organization is to partner with our customers to maximize the value of their KLA
assets. The Services team continues to leverage the KLA Operating Model to deliver value at a high
level to all customers. KLA’s Services business has the advantage of always working in close
collaboration with customers and partners, driving innovation and new initiatives for growth.
5. Finally, in keeping with our commitment to deliver strong and predictable capital returns to our
shareholders, today we announced KLA’s Board of Directors approved a 17% increase in the
company’s quarterly dividend level, from $0.90 to $1.05 per share. This is the 12th consecutive
annual increase in our dividend level, which has grown at a compounded annual rate of 16% since
its inception in 2006. In addition, we announced a new $2 billion share repurchase authorization
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targeted for execution over the next 12 to 18 months. We believe KLA’s track record of delivering
strong capital returns is a key component of the KLA investment thesis and offers predictable and
compelling value creation for our shareholders.

Before moving into the financial highlights, let’s briefly summarize a few key points.
KLA’s June quarter results demonstrate the critical nature of KLA’s products and services in enabling
the digital transformation of our lives, the resiliency of the KLA Operating Model, and our
commitment to productive capital allocation.
KLA is exceptionally well positioned at the forefront of technology innovation with a comprehensive
portfolio of products to meet demanding customer requirements balancing sensitivity and
throughput. The semiconductor and electronics landscape are constantly changing, and we are
seeing broadening customer interest driven by more technology innovation than ever before at the
leading edge.
We believe KLA will continue to benefit from the many strong secular factors driving long-term
industry demand. At the same time, our strategy of driving diversified growth with strong long-term
operating leverage should provide robust cash flow generation and consistent capital returns to our
shareholders.
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In addition to the ongoing successful execution of our strategic objectives and disciplined capital
management, another way KLA delivers enduring value is through corporate stewardship and the
way our corporate values are reflected in efforts to reduce our environmental footprint, provide for
a safe and healthy work environment for employees, advance inclusion and diversity, and contribute
positively to the broader community. Look for more detail and discussion of the ESG vision for KLA in
the upcoming Global Impact Report scheduled to be released later in August.
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June Quarter 2021 Financial Highlights

KLA’s June quarter 2021 results highlight the soundness and strength of our ongoing strategies. We
continue to demonstrate our ability to meet customer needs in a robust demand environment while
expanding market leadership, growing operating profits, generating strong free cash flow, and
maintaining our long-term strategy of productive capital allocation.
Total revenue in the June quarter was $1.925 billion, towards the top of the guided range for the
quarter of $1.755 to $1.955 billion. Non-GAAP Gross Margin was 62% with the various components
performing mostly as expected and at the midpoint of the guided range for the quarter of 61% to
63%. Non-GAAP EPS was $4.43, above the guided range of $3.47 to $4.35. GAAP EPS was $4.10.

Non-GAAP Total Operating Expenses were $419 million, about $7 million higher than expected
primarily due to engineering materials timing and adjustments to variable compensation programs.
Non-GAAP Operating expenses included $241 million of R&D expense, and $178 million of SG&A. At
KLA, technical applications support for our customers is included in SG&A and was $44 million in the
quarter. The combination of R&D expense and technical applications represents about 70% of total
operating expenses. KLA innovation is fundamental to our go-to-market strategy focused on
differentiated solutions. R&D is at the heart of KLA and remains a key element in driving our
portfolio strategy and product differentiation. This in turns helps sustain our technology and market
leadership.
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Non-GAAP Operating Income as a percentage of revenue was very strong at 40.2%. Given higher
revenue expectations for the second half of 2021, product development requirements, ongoing
regionalization of additional customer engagement resources, and increased investment in our
global infrastructure due to overall business volume, we expect non-GAAP operating expenses to be
approximately $430 million in the September quarter. Going forward, we will continue to size the
company based on our target operating model, which delivers 40% to 50% incremental operating
margin leverage on revenue growth over a multi-quarter horizon.
Other Income and Expense in the June quarter, net was $11 million, reflecting the realization of the
gain on an investment in a strategic supplier that recently completed an Initial Public Offering. This
gain represented $0.15 of earnings per share at the company’s tax planning rate of 13.5%. Going
forward, you should continue to model Other Income and Expense, net at approximately $43 million
per quarter. The quarterly effective tax rate was 10.4%, reflecting the benefit of favorable audit
adjustments recognized in the period. We will continue to monitor the corporate tax discussions in
the United States and will provide updates on how those would affect KLA as appropriate in the
future.
Non-GAAP net income was $684 million, GAAP net income was $633 million, cash flow from
operations was $466 million, and free cash flow was $410 million. The company had approximately
154 million diluted weighted average shares outstanding at quarter-end.

Breakdown of Revenue by Reportable Segments and End Markets
Our revenue was strong in the quarter, driven by broad-based sequential growth across all
reportable segments.

Revenue for the Semiconductor Process Control segment, including its associated Services business,
was $1.581 billion, a sequential quarterly increase of 5%, and also up 37% compared with June of
last year. The approximate Semiconductor Process Control customer segment mix was in line with
our forecast from April as Foundry/Logic was 68%, and Memory was 32%. In Memory, the business
was split roughly 34% NAND and 66% DRAM.
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Revenue for our Electronics, Packaging, and Components (EPC) group hit a record in the quarter
driven by continued strength in 5G mobile and infrastructure, as well as rising demand in
automotive. More specifically, the Specialty Semiconductor Process segment generated revenue of
$98 million, up 7% sequentially, and down 2% over the prior year. Demand in this segment was
mostly driven by growth in the automotive power semiconductor applications where we have a
leading position in etch and deposition products. Specialty Semiconductor Process’s performance
was also highlighted by the second straight quarter of record bookings. PCB, Display and Component
Inspection revenue was $247 million, up 20% sequentially, and up 22% year-over-year with the data
center driving strength in advanced PCB and packaging inspection.

Breakdown of Revenue by Major Products and Regions

All major product categories grew on a sequential basis. Wafer Inspection was 38% of total quarterly
revenue, Patterning, which includes reticle inspection, was 22%. Specialty Semiconductor Process
was 4%. PCB, Display and Component Inspection was 10%, Service was 23%, and Other, which is
consolidated into the Semiconductor Process Control segment, was 3%.
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The regional split of revenue was as follows: China was 32%, Taiwan was 28%, Korea was 13%, and
the US was 11%. Regions that accounted for less than 10% of sales included Japan at 8%, Europe at
6%, and the rest of Asia at 2%.

Strong Investment Grade Balance Sheet with No Bond Maturities Until 2024

KLA ended the quarter with $2.5 billion in total cash, total debt of almost $3.5 billion, and a flexible
and attractive bond maturity profile supported by strong investment-grade ratings from all three
agencies. We were also pleased to see Moody’s upgrade our debt rating in early June to A2 from
Baa1, further underscoring the strength of our balance sheet and sustainability of our business and
financial performance.

FCF Generation Fuels Consistent Capital Return to Shareholders

We have tremendous confidence in our business over the long run and are committed to a longterm strategy of cash returns to shareholders, executing a balanced approach split between
dividends and share repurchases, targeting long-term returns of at least 70% of free cash flow
generated. Our announcement today of our 12th consecutive annual increase in the quarterly
dividend level and the additional share repurchase authorization are representative of our explicit
approach and strong track record of predictable and productive capital deployment and are a key
component of the KLA investment thesis.
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Over the last 12 months, KLA returned $1.5 billion to shareholders including $559 million in
dividends paid, and $939 million in share repurchases. While circumstances can change, our current
expectation remains that our capital returns for calendar 2021 will exceed 85% of expected free
cash flow.

Free Cash Flow and Capital Returns Highlights

KLA has a history of consistent free cash flow generation, high free cash flow conversion, and strong
free cash flow margins across all phases of the business cycle and economic conditions. During the
quarter we generated $410 million in free cash flow and repurchased $300 million of common stock
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while also paying $139 million in dividends.

Outlook

Our overall semiconductor demand and WFE outlook continues to increase from our views earlier in
the year. At the start of this year we characterized the expected growth of the WFE market to be in
the low teens plus or minus a few percentage points. In April, we revised that view to the low to
mid 20’s on a percentage basis with a bias to the upside. Today, we see further improvement and
expect the WFE market to grow in the low to mid 30’s from approximately $61 billion in calendar
2020 to approximately $81 billion at the midpoint in calendar 2021. This reflects the broad-based
strengthening of demand across all customer segments. KLA is in position to deliver strong relative
growth this year, driven by our market leadership, and strong momentum in the marketplace across
multiple product platforms in both the Semiconductor Process Control and EPC groups.
Looking ahead, we remain encouraged by the sustainability of our current demand profile. As a
result, we continue to expect total company revenue to improve sequentially quarter to quarter
throughout the remainder of the calendar year. We also expect the second half of calendar 2021 to
grow in the mid-teens on a percentage basis versus the first half as more of our manufacturing
capacity comes online to support this strong customer demand. Furthermore, our system shipment
expectations point to meaningful growth in Semiconductor Process Control systems in the second
half of calendar 2021. This strong backdrop supports our current expectation of high 30’s to low
40’s year over year percentage growth for the Semiconductor Process Control systems business in
calendar 2021. As a result, we continue to believe that this business is positioned to outperform in
2021 relative to the overall WFE market.
Our September quarter guidance is as follows: Total revenue is expected to be in a range of $2.02
billion, plus or minus $100 million. Foundry/Logic is forecasted to be approximately 59% and
Memory is expected to be approximately 41% of Semiconductor Process Control systems revenue to
semiconductor customers. Within Memory, DRAM is expected to be about 60% of the segment mix.
We forecast non-GAAP Gross Margin to be in a range of 61.5% to 63.5%. At the midpoint, this is 50
basis points above the June quarter level due principally to product mix. While in any given quarter
the mix of our business across products and business segments will affect our gross margin results,
the structural trends, both in terms of product cost, manufacturing efficiency, and product
positioning, remain compelling and are sustainable tailwinds going forward.
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Other model assumptions for September include: Non-GAAP Operating Expenses of approximately
$430 million, Other Income and Expense, net of approximately $43 million, and an effective tax rate
of approximately 13.5%. Finally, GAAP diluted EPS is expected to be in a range of $3.76 to $4.64 and
non-GAAP diluted EPS in a range of $4.01 to $4.89. The EPS guidance is based on a fully diluted
share count of approximately 153.5 million shares.

In Conclusion

In closing, the industry dynamics driving semiconductors and investments in WFE remain
compelling, with broad-based customer demand and simultaneous investments across multiple
technology nodes. We are encouraged by the leading indicators for our business, including our
backlog and sales funnel visibility over the next couple of quarters. Our customers’ multi-year
investment plans also point to the stability of demand in the future. KLA continues to execute well
and is on track to exceed our 2023 financial targets well ahead of expectations. The KLA Operating
Model positions us well to outperform and guides our important strategic objectives. These
objectives fuel our growth, operational excellence, and differentiation across an increasingly diverse
product and services offering. They also underpin our sustained technology leadership, deep
competitive moat, strong financial performance and long-standing track record of free cash flow
generation and capital returns to shareholders.
Sincerely,

Rick Wallace
CEO
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About KLA Corporation

KLA Corporation (“KLA”) is the world's leading supplier of process control and yield management
solutions for the semiconductor and related microelectronics industries. The company's
comprehensive portfolio of products, software, analysis, services, and expertise is designed to help
Integrated Circuit (IC) manufacturers manage yield throughout the entire wafer fabrication processfrom R & D to final yield analysis. KLA offers a broad spectrum of products and services that are used
by every major semiconductor manufacturer in the world. We provide advanced process control and
process-enabling solutions for manufacturing wafers and reticles, integrated circuits, Packaging,
printed circuit boards and flat panel displays. In close collaboration with leading customers across the
globe, our expert teams of physicists, engineers, data scientists and problem-solvers design solutions
that move the world forward. Additional information may be found at: www.kla.com.
Investors and others should note that KLA announces material financial information to investors using
an investor relations website (ir.kla.com), including SEC filings, press releases, public earnings calls,
and conference webcasts. These channels are used to communicate with the public about the
company, products, services, and other matters.
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KLA’s broad portfolio services the entire semiconductor ecosystem:
Semiconductor Manufacturing
• IC Manufacturing
• Wafer Manufacturing
• Reticle Manufacturing
• IC Packaging
• Printed Circuit Board

Reticle Manufacturing

Related Electronics Industries
• Compound Semiconductor
• Power Device
• LED
• MEMS
• Data Storage/Media Head
• Flat Panel Display
• General Purpose/Labs

IC Manufacturing

Wafer-Level Packaging

Packaging

Printed Circuit Board

Wafer
Manufacturing

Materials

Investor Contact:
Kevin Kessel, CFA
VP, Investor Relations
kevin.kessel@kla.com
408-875-6627
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Media Contact:
Randi Polanich
VP, Chief Communications Officer
randi.polanich@kla.com
408-875-6633
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Note on Forward-Looking Statements
Statements in this presentation other than historical facts, such as statements pertaining to: (i) growth
rates for 2021; (ii) positive industry dynamics continuing into 2022; (iii) our customers increasing their
strategic capex investments; (iv) continued improvement of industry demand for semiconductors and
WFE; (v) our ability to meet or exceed our 2023 financial targets ahead of expectations; (vi) our
expectation of positive industry dynamics to sustain into calendar year 2022; (vii) the continuation of
our customers’ R&D investments around leading-edge development, optimizing fab utilization of
established production nodes, and the emerging emphasis on regionalization; (viii) foundry/logic
strength with our customers increasing their demand forecast in 2021; (ix) the forecast of Optical
Patterned Wafer Inspection to be among the fastest-growing segments in WFE; (x) our flagship reticle
inspection business being on pace for a record year in 2021; (xi) the sustainability of our current
demand profile; (xii) the increase in our manufacturing capacity and growth in the Semiconductor
Process Control business in the second half of calendar year 2021; (xiii) continued improvement of
revenue throughout calendar year 2021; (xiv) levels of business activity in the quarter ending
September 30, 2021 and for calendar 2021; (xv) future cash flow generation and capital returns to
shareholders; (xvi) the timing of our repurchases under our new $2 billion share repurchase
authorization; (xvii) our non-GAAP operating expenses for the quarter ending September 30, 2021 and
near term budget; (xviii) our effective tax planning rate for the quarter ending September 30, 2021;
(xix) WFE growth in 2021 and demand levels across end markets; (xx) revenues, GAAP and non-GAAP
gross margin and GAAP and non-GAAP diluted EPS for the quarter ending September 30, 2021 and
revenues across customer segments in the quarter ending September 30, 2021; (xxi) the mix of sales
between foundry/logic and memory customers for the quarter ending September 30, 2021; (xxii) the
incremental operating margin leverage on revenue growth over multiple quarters; and (xxiii) modeling
of Other Income and Expense in future quarters; are forward-looking statements and subject to the
Safe Harbor provisions created by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
These forward-looking statements are based on current information and expectations and involve a
number of risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those projected in such
statements due to various factors, including but not limited to: the future impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic; delays and disruptions in the supply chain; the demand for semiconductors; the financial
condition of the global capital markets and the general macroeconomic environment; new and
enhanced product and technology offerings by competitors; push-out of deliveries or cancellation of
orders by customers; the ability of KLA’s research and development teams to successfully innovate
and develop technologies and products that are responsive to customer demands; KLA’s ability to
successfully manage its costs; market acceptance of KLA’s existing and newly launched products;
changing customer demands; and industry transitions. For other factors that may cause actual results
to differ materially from those projected and anticipated in forward-looking statements in this letter,
please refer to KLA Corporation’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended June 30, 2020, and
other subsequent filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (including, but not limited to,
the risk factors described therein). KLA Corporation assumes no obligation to, and does not currently
intend to, update these forward-looking statements.
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